
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

This week we will be looking at the 

following objectives: 

To find 1,10, 100 more or less than a given 

number. 

To round three-digit numbers to the 

nearest 10. 

To round three-digit numbers to the 

nearest 100. 

To recall and use multiplication and 

division facts for the 3 times table. 

 

 

 

 

 

English Unit  

We will be continuing with the narrative unit on 

Paddington Bear. This week we will aim to look at 

the following objectives: 

• To write a letter in role, recounting key 

events. 

• To scan the text for key information. 

• To sequence and recount events, 

incorporating thoughts and feelings. 

• To respond to inference questions 

following drama. 

On Monday afternoon we will have PE, therefore the children need to come to school dressed in 
their PE kits. Please note that we will always aim to do PE outside where possible. 

In Science we will be recognising that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are 
ways to protect our eyes. The children will also be developing their ICT skills within this lesson, 
using the laptops to create a poster about how to keep safe in the Sun. 
In PSHE we will learning about ways of expressing feelings and emotions and why this is 

important. 

 

Extras 

Miss Anwar will be teaching the class every Wednesday. 

My PPA will be on Thursday afternoon and Miss Anwar will be teaching the class.  

Maths and spelling homework activities have been allocated on Active Learn. 

 

 

YEAR 3  

WEEK COMMENCING 5/10/20 
 

Spelling: homophones and near homophones 

Spelling activity: A homophones and near homophones activity has been set on Active Learn. 

Your child’s log in details are in their reading record. The school code is ag3q. 

Miss Anwar 

Miss Anwar will the teaching the following this week: 

In Maths the children will be working on time and English will be focused on shape poetry. In 

Geography, the children will be using the laptops and will be using Google Maps in order to 

explore the features of our local area, Barnoldswick. They will also be mapping and describing 

their journey from home to school. In RE the children are going to research the lives of famous 

Christians e.g. Mother Theresa, Desmond Tutu and create a CV or fact file for them.  

 

 

 

 


